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Stealing Past Society’s Dragons: A Positive Conveyance of Death and the Afterlife for Children 

in C.S. Lewis’ Narnia 

Introduction  

 Death is the one certainty in life.  As scholar Kathryn James describes, “There is nothing 

more certain at the moment of our birth than the inevitability of our death… Much of what we 

call culture, then, comes together around the collective response to death” (1). In spite of its 

guarantee though, death is a topic present-day Western culture would rather leave 

unacknowledged and undiscussed; the collective response to death is silence.  

 This response is reflected no more clearly than in literature, especially children’s 

literature, where either out of adults’ own anxiety or a motive to protect, death is avoided. 

However, children’s literature, specifically the fantasy genre, offers a means for open honesty 

where “an author can discuss topics… through the use of analogy, that may be frowned upon in 

adult literature” (Freeman), one such topic being death.  

 C.S. Lewis and his famed “Chronicles of Narnia” series is a quintessential classic within 

the classical canon of children’s fantasy literature; these novels depicting adventure within the 

fantasy land of Narnia still earn as much as $1 million in sales annually, not including the box 

office sales gained from the recent film adaptations (King 568). Lewis still proves to be relevant 

and sellable. Lewis also still communicates with this “open honesty” that children’s fantasy 

literature affords. This paper will focus on the final installment in the Narnia series, The Last 

Battle, considering how C.S. Lewis offers a direct, hopeful, and enduring depiction of death and 

the afterlife for children in a book rarely considered amongst the limited titles in children’s 

literature addressing death. I support this assessment by considering the historical context of 

Lewis and society’s emerging views on death up to modern day, child psychology concerning 
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cognitive comprehension of death and fantasy, the literary context surrounding children’s 

literature and death, as well as textual support from the Narnian text itself. Whether or not there 

is agreeance on Lewis’ ideology or preference for his writing style, it is inarguable that Lewis’ 

written content and craftsmanship contribute to Western culture, one such contribution is 

perspective on death.  

Background on Lewis 

Though not often cited as an authority on death despite his well acclaimed book on grief, 

A Grief Observed, Lewis certainly had his fair share of experiences concerning life’s end. Clive 

Staples Lewis had his humble beginnings in Belfast, Ireland where he was born on November 

29, 1898 to Albert J. Lewis and Florence Hamilton Lewis (C.S. Lewis Foundation). 

Devastatingly, his mother, Florence, passed away when Clive was only ten years old. This event 

would prove to have a lasting effect on Lewis: “With my mother's death all settled happiness, all 

that was tranquil and reliable, disappeared from my life. There was to be much fun, many 

pleasures, many stabs of Joy; but no more of the old security. It was sea and islands now; the 

great continent had sunk like Atlantis” (Surprised by Joy 13).  This disappearance of old security 

marked for Lewis a lifelong pursuit to reclaim what he called “Joy,” “an unsatisfied desire which 

is itself more desirable than any other satisfaction” (Lewis, Surprised by Joy 11). The death of 

his mother is depicted most candidly in the first chronological Narnia book, The Magician’s 

Nephew, where the young main character, Digory, grapples with his mother’s imminent death. 

Many critique Lewis for filling his fiction with a psychoanalytic fetish over the loss of his 

mother, since that largely categorized his childhood: “C.S. Lewis’s imaginative writing is all 

about death. It is about the impact on a nine-year-old-boy of the death of his mother. Lewis’s 

writing itself could be seen as an attempt to come to terms with that death by the very act of 
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writing” (Gray 53). However, it is through Lewis’ infusion of his own story into his children’s 

books that he displays his ability to relate to children, speaking directly from a keen awareness, a 

keen memory of his own experience as a child; this is a true relating as Edith Nesbit defines:  

There is only one way of understanding children; they cannot be understood by 

imagination, or by observation, nor even by love. They can only be understood by 

memory… I was a child once myself, and by some fortunate chance I remember 

exactly how I used to feel and think about things. (qtd. in Knoepflmacher 499) 

 The despondency in the Lewis family after the passing of Florence translated to Lewis 

and his older brother, Warren or “Warnie,” entering a period of extensive schooling through a 

variety of boarding schools and private tutors. Though a bleak and cynical time for Lewis, this 

period launched what would become Lewis’ career in academia and his personal love of 

learning. In 1917, Lewis put his studies at Oxford University on hold to enter into the Brit ish 

army as an officer in the 3rd Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry where he was transported to the 

front lines of World War I in the Somme Valley of France later that year (C.S. Lewis 

Foundation). Through his experience as a soldier, Lewis was once again exposed to death, 

surrounded by it on the battlefield, sustaining injury himself, and again experiencing a personal 

run-in with it when his army bunkmate and close friend, Edward Courtnay Francis “Paddy” 

Moore, was killed and buried in battle in 1918 (C.S. Lewis Foundation).  

 After his service in the army was over, Lewis put off despondency and continued his 

studies, eventually becoming a professor of English language and literature at Oxford in 1925. In 

1931, Lewis converted fully from his atheistic beliefs to Christianity; his long pursuit for “Joy” 

or fulfillment since his mother’s death was over, taking root in the gospel of Jesus Christ. With 

this transformed worldview, Lewis approached the onset of WWII with sobering zeal, 
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participating in numerous and notable radio broadcasts and public lectures that served to boost 

the morale of the British nation.  

In 1950, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, the first written Narnia book, was 

published and received with high acclaim. In the midst of his public success, Lewis took a 

position at Cambridge University in 1954 as the Chair of Medieval and Renaissance Literature 

(C.S. Lewis Foundation). Lewis received the Carnegie medal for The Last Battle in 1956, the 

most prestigious award for children’s literature in the United Kingdom. That same year, Lewis, 

the well-worn bachelor of fifty-eight years, married the American writer Joy Gresham; a long 

acquaintance had evolved into romantic love, another “Joy” had been found. With the marriage, 

Lewis took on the burden of Gresham’s health concerns, the primary being a vicious form of 

cancer. Gresham died in 1960 and Lewis wrote A Grief Observed as a product of his time in 

mourning. These three particular pangs of death – his mother, Paddy, and Joy – were formative 

in Lewis’ life and made him no stranger to death. Rather than harboring bitterness to the very 

end though, Lewis reconciled and even welcomed this Old Companion in his last days as his 

own health declined. After recovering from a particularly close-call, Lewis wrote to his friend 

Arthur Greeves in September of 1963: 

Tho’ I am by no means unhappy, I can’t help feeling it was rather a pity I did 

revive in July. I mean, having been glided so painlessly up to the Gate it seems 

hard to have it shut in one’s face and know that the whole process must someday 

be gone thro’ again, and perhaps far less pleasantly! Poor Lazarus! But God 

knows best. (qtd. in Martindale 150) 

The Gate finally opened for Lewis, and he passed through quietly on November 22, 1963 as the 

world witnessed the assassination of President John F. Kennedy that same day.  
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Overview of Opposition to Lewis 

 Lewis accomplished much in his lifetime, establishing high esteem for himself in the 

realms of children’s literature, religious discourse, and literary academia. Despite these 

accomplishments, he has numerous critics as any public figure will. Though more direct 

criticism and refutation will be addressed later on in this paper, Lewis can claim a diverse and 

wide-range of critics who rarely, if ever, critique Lewis’ writings itself so much as the ideology 

transmitted through his writing.   

 A frequent criticism of Lewis is his supposed manipulative proselytization of Christian 

doctrine. American journalist Laura Miller publicized her experience reading the Narnia books:  

Lewis’s books are very, very English and very Christian, in a particular way. The 

latter I didn’t realize until I was a good deal older, and this discovery filled me 

with anger and bitterness. I had been tricked into giving my heart to the very 

noxious, twisted religion I had tried so hard to elude. (qtd. in Brown 100)  

Miller’s portrayal of Lewis as a subliminal zealot is echoed by vocal Lewis opponent and other 

notable British fantasy writer, Phillip Pullman, a forthright atheist who claims the Narnia series 

to be “one of the most ugly and poisonous things I’ve ever read” (Pullman). Literary scholar 

John Goldthwaite declares how Lewis uses the Narnia series furtively to pass “ridicule on other 

faiths in his pages, attacking Islam in The Horse and His Boy, for example, and in The Last 

Battle belittling Roman Catholicism” (224) or pass “judgment on people with impunity. The 

Chronicles, after all, are exactly that, the story of a world created and a world destroyed, with 

some saved and many damned” (242). 
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 Critics declare Lewis to be “morally loathsome” (Pullman qtd. in Miller), no more on 

display than in The Last Battle where he portrays “death is better than life; boys are better than 

girls . . . and so on. There is no shortage of such nauseating drivel in Narnia, if you can face it” 

(Pullman). Many pinpoint the detail that one of the main British child characters, Susan 

Pevensie, is noticeably absent from the ending of the Narnia books, from heaven itself, for she 

has become “interested in nothing nowadays except nylons and lipstick and invitations” (Lewis, 

The Last Battle 154). The likes of Pullman and Goldthwaite view this detail as Lewis’ “public 

testimony on the inherent inferiority of girls” (Goldthwaite 227) and his appalment “at the notion 

of wanting to grow up” (Pullman), which Susan does defiantly and progressively resulting in her 

apparent exile from utopian eternity. 

 In seemingly inconsistent contradiction, Lewis also has critics from the fundamentalist 

Christian end of the spectrum. Those such as Mary Van Natten declare Lewis to be a satanic 

blasphemer for the contents in his fantasy writing: “As we study the Chronicles of Narnia, the 

dark and ugly truth will come to light. We will find that the symbolism that he used and things he 

included in the stories are extremely blasphemous.  In the end he is casting the truth of God as 

the fulfillment of paganism and witchcraft” (Van Natten). In Prince Caspian, Lewis portrays the 

Christ-figure of Aslan the Lion encouraging revelry alongside Bacchus, the Roman god of wine 

and debauchery in mythology. This combination of paganism and Christianity could be taken as 

shockingly heretical and the ushering in of an era of neo-paganism, rather than simply Lewis’ 

desire to incorporate his love for and knowledge of mythic symbols and stories within his 

fantastical realm.  

No matter the cause for criticism, all of Lewis’ critics agree that Lewis is a gifted writer 

who has effectively established a legacy, not limited to but undeniably established by the Narnia 
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books: “C.S. Lewis has amazing staying power for many, however, and perhaps nowhere more 

than in his "innocent" fantasies for children” (Van Natten). Even Pullman concedes that “The 

Narnia books are a real wrestle with real things,” and he respects “the struggle that [Lewis is] 

undergoing as he searches for the answers. There’s hope for Lewis. Lewis could be redeemed” 

(Miller). Undoubtedly, an immense attribution for Lewis’ appreciation, respect, even need by the 

public is a result of his pertinent emergence in the midst of a specific and formative historical 

and literary context.  

Historical Context: At War with Death 

 Victorian Era to World War II: Early Beginnings  

 To fully understand Lewis’ contribution and the significance of The Last Battle as a 

means of addressing the subject of death with children, a cultural understanding of current 

Western views on death is needed.  Lewis’ Narnia series is a product of his time when the world 

was seeking to regain stability as it emerged from World War II. Literature houses the cultural 

heritage of its time; the Narnia books are no exception. However, the cultural heritage of the 

Western, post-WWII era set in motion an ideological trend that has endured throughout the rest 

of the 20th century up to present day, making Lewis as relevant now as he was at the time of his 

emergence.  

 Social Historian, Phillipe Ariès, defines the modern Western view towards death as a 

concept of “forbidden death;” it has grown unfamiliar, taboo, inconvenient, and thus something 

feared:  

…one must avoid- no longer for the sake of the dying person, but for society’s 

sake, for the sake of those close to the dying person – the disturbance and the 
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overly strong and unbearable emotion caused by the ugliness of dying and by the 

very presence of death in the midst of a happy life, for it is henceforth given that 

life is always happy or should always seem to be so. (Ariès 87) 

This perspective is evident in the stigma against hospitals and nursing homes, now viewed as 

homes of death rather than healing, or in the chills exhibited when passing a cemetery. Ariès 

traces this transformed perspective back to: “the displacement of the site of death. One no longer 

died at home in the bosom of one’s family, but in the hospital, alone” (87), or on the battlefield, 

equally alone as would often be the case throughout the 20th century with the onset of both 

World Wars. We have pushed death out of the home and behind a hospital curtain, and as such, 

we have pushed it from our minds. Even the event of death itself has grown fractured by modern 

process, sectionalized into stages: “All these little silent deaths have replaced and erased the 

great dramatic act of death … which has lost a part of its meaning” (Ariès 89). Death has been 

displaced, disjointed, dehumanized. Death has been demoted.  

 The course for this societal ideological shift was set early in the Victorian era, an era of 

industrialization and progress, where a simultaneous rise in diagnoses of melancholy, hysteria, 

alcoholism, and drug dependence was dually noted (Hurd 20). This despondency was no doubt a 

result of displaced beliefs as geological discoveries proclaimed a much older earth than 

previously believed, astronomy put man in diminutive perspective, Charles Darwin seemingly 

nullified divine creation, Sir James Frazer’s Golden Bough universalized Christianity as myth, 

and Sigmund Freud psychologically explained that man has no will of his own. As the world lost 

its bearings on its ideologies, it lost its grip on death too; it swelled into the ultimate enigma, the 

great unknown, and in turn, the great fear. Man had indeed “lost his heavenly dwellings… Death 

became the end of all things, not a glorious new beginning” (Esmonde 34). 
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 A cyclical effect began to occur where this era of great innovation spurred a new found 

fear in death and the end of it all, spurring greater innovation to offset death, spurring greater 

fear of death.  Medicinal research into germs, nutrition, bacteria, genetics, neurology, drugs, 

hospitals, vaccines etc. resulted in a successful decrease in mortality and increase in longevity. 

Particularly startling was the effect this research had on child mortality, which had historically 

been a plague to all societies, many children not living past infancy.  Nevertheless with these 

breakthroughs, the child mortality rate decreased from one in six infants dying between 1850 and 

1900 to one in thirty infants dying by 1950 (Sasser 75-76). Many children no longer were 

exposed to the threat of death, and society as a whole was experiencing far fewer invasions by 

death into their home. With more cures, improved hospitalization methods, more accessibility of 

health care, and overall higher longevity, the possibility became available for a child to reach 

adulthood without experiencing any notion of death. Death became seemingly unwelcomed, 

forbidden in society, as Ariès keenly observed.  

World War II: Death Forbidden  

The scientific and health advancements in the 20th century were not the only contributing 

factors to the growing distance for society between fully living life and also accepting death. The 

notion of forbidden death furtively continued to grow out of fear from the surrounding historic 

events. World War I, or the Great War as it was called within its time period, startled the world 

by its global impact; no notion of a greater war being on the horizon was conceivable. However, 

the onslaught of World War II from 1939 to 1945 resulted in history’s largest death toll: a 

recorded sixty million soldiers and civilians around the world lost their lives (“By the Numbers: 

Worldwide Deaths”). The war intruded into lives around the globe, whether the battlefield was 

down the road or across an ocean, and the world grew weary of this intrusion, this lurking dread. 
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Because of his traumatic experiences in the trenches of World War I, C.S. Lewis grew 

disillusioned and discouraged early on in the midst of WWII, stating in a letter: 

The truth is I am tired of so many things—of weather, of work, of reading, of 

writing, above all of the News . . . As to news and ‘the state of the Nation’ what 

worries me sometimes more than the dangers is our reaction to them, beginning, 

of course, with my own reaction. To be faced with war and ruins is I suppose the 

normal state of humanity: did any people before lie shivering under it as we do? 

(qtd. in Hurd 40) 

Nevertheless, Lewis put off this despondency and proved to play “a pivotal role in inflating 

Great Britain’s diminishing morale” (Hurd 22). Lewis’ achievements as an already well-reputed 

Oxford don and published author provided him with the perfect public platform. As Lewis 

quickly realized in the letter mentioned above, facing “war and ruins” was no historically new 

situation, so instead, what could be learned of life from these trials this time around? Lewis was 

regaining his heavenly bearings; death was becoming less forbidden for him. Out of this 

inspiring realization, Lewis proceeded to host numerous radio talks and public lectures to address 

these matters, to encourage the public not to be “overwhelmed by thinking about war issues; 

rather, side by side with those inevitable pre-occupations, they should be thinking of the great 

truth claims and ethical issues that belong to all time” (Strudwick 38). In one such lecture at the 

Church of St. Mary the Virgin in Oxford in 1939, Lewis challenged the public on the ethical 

issue of considering the forbidden and forgotten death:  

The war creates no absolutely new situation: it simply aggravates the permanent 

human condition so that we can no longer ignore it… war does something to 

death. It forces us to remember it. The only reason why the cancer at sixty or the 
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paralysis at seventy-five do not bother us is that we forget them. War makes death 

real to us: and that would have been regarded as one of its blessings by most of 

the great Christians of the past. They thought it good for us to be always aware of 

our mortality. I am inclined to think they were right. (Lewis, “Learning in War 

Time”) 

Lewis saw the war and the anxiety of living in a war-time society as an opportunity to no longer 

deny the inevitable: death. Lewis began to transcend society’s boundary separating death from 

everyday life. However, Lewis was one voice shouting in a crowd; the inundation of death in the 

homes and across the headlines of Western culture resulted in many desiring to escape and deny 

further the atrocities of death rather than address it. Stuart Holland notes that once WWII reached 

its conclusion and post-war era commenced, death became “neater, more sanitized, more 

distanced from reality” (Holland 1) as the world sought to recover. 

 The Post-War Era to Present Day: The Era of Uncertainty  

 The world never fully recovered though, for World War II marked the threshold of 

Western culture firmly denying death and in turn ushering in a period of perpetual uncertainty 

concerning the quality and loss of life. Immediately following the war in the 1950s and 60s, the 

Western world appeared to flourish as it sought to regain stability; the return of troops resulted in 

both a population “baby boom” and corresponding economic boom. More distanced parts of the 

West, such as Britain and the United States, seemed to resume where they had left off before the 

war. Historian Bruce Schulman categorizes this period for America as a golden age:  

During the postwar era, America enjoyed unchallenged international hegemony 

and unprecedented affluence. The boom ushered ordinary working Americans 
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into a comfortable middle-class lifestyle; millions of blue-collar workers owned 

their own homes, garaged late-model cars, and sent their children to college. 

(Schulman 4-5) 

In the context of seeming ease and peace, no thought of death need be given. Beneath this mask 

though, the world remained unsettled with its anti-communism and civil rights hysteria. The 

reality of this unsettlement was particularly noted by the mass frenzy caused by President 

Kennedy’s assassination in 1963 (that same fateful day that Lewis died) when the world 

panicked at the loss of this admired world leader. Nothing seemed certain, and life was held 

tighter. 

Schulman pinpoints 1968 as a prominent year where the tides changed – Martin Luther 

King Jr. was assassinated, the Vietnam war waged, and Bobby Kennedy was assassinated while 

Jackie Kennedy remarried, marking the true end to the Kennedy Camelot era; this year ushered 

in the decade of the 1970s, “the sickly, neglected, disappointing stepsister to that brash, bruising 

blockbuster of a decade” (Shulman 1). The beginning of this new decade would mark the 

beginning of contemporary life as we know it for the Western world. Thus the term 

“contemporary” used throughout this paper will refer to the time frame from the post-war era to 

present day.  

 The Seventies saw global economic inflation and stagnation, a loose use of the term 

“global hegemony,” and heard social revolutions crying for peace, symbolized in the Woodstock 

Music Festival (Schulman 6-8, 18). Historian David Mason describes the United States’ situation 

in the 1970’s as “a rather peculiar and paradoxical situation: it may have been the world’s sole 

superpower, but it was at loose ends about its direction, mission, and place in the world (Mason 

5). This plight of uncertainty does not vary greatly from the present plight of uncertainty in the 
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aftermath of September 11, 2001, marked once again by economic recession, prolonged tumult 

this time in the Middle East, and a renewed outcry for social equality. World War II was the root 

of this cynical uncertainty, sustaining itself into the 1970’s and still up to present day. Reporter 

Henry Luce’s depiction of America in his 1941 Life magazine article portrays the pessimism and 

ambiguity of his war-torn time, and his words could still be read today with continued relevance: 

“We Americans are unhappy. We are not happy about America. We are not happy about 

ourselves in relation to America. We are nervous – or gloomy – or apathetic” (qtd. in Mason 2). 

This contemporary trend set by WWII of economic woes, military threats and occupations, and 

social justice uprisings makes the resulting uncertainty and anxiety concerning death 

understandable. 

A Child’s Cognitive Experience of Death  

 Out of cultural fear and uncertainty, society has brought fear and uncertainty to its 

understanding of death as well; we have made the natural unnatural. Our children are being born 

within this context, living with this same denial of death, but what does living in denial do to us 

psychologically? Like most matters of psychology, the root lies in childhood. In a 1948 

groundbreaking study, Maria Nagy concluded that a comprehensive understanding of death 

cannot be achieved until around the ages of nine to eleven years old (Mikulincer 1105).  

Psychologist Brenda Kenyon explains that a “comprehensive” understanding of death means a 

comprehension of these five characteristics: nonfunctionality (cessation of bodily function), 

irreversibility (death’s permanence), universality, causality (certain events cause death), as well 

as personal mortality (the inevitability that it will happen to you) (Kenyon). So what makes the 

ages of nine to eleven years old particularly capable of understanding these five characteristics? 

The work of premier developmental psychologist Jean Piaget helps explain.  
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 In its simplest form, Piaget’s theory concludes that humans develop as they garner more 

experience, most obviously observed in children. This widely accepted theory suggests that the 

human brain organizes information utilizing “schema,” a figurative shelving unit for the brain. 

As the brain encounters various experiences, the information is sorted either by assimilation – 

fitting the information into the existing schema – or by accommodation – altering or expanding 

schema to fit the new information (David G. Myers 76). Infants and young children have very 

limited schemata, but according to Piaget, as children grow and partake in more and more 

experiences, the schemata will grow in number and complexity, producing the various stages of 

development outlined in Table 1:  

Table 1 

Piaget’s Stages of Cognitive Development  

Stage & Standard Age Range  Description 

Sensorimotor 

Birth to 2 years old 

Experience through senses and actions.  

Preoperational 

2 to 7 years old 

Experience through symbols and intuition  

Concrete Operations 

7 to 11 years old 

Experience through logic and concrete 

examples  

Formal Operations 

12 years old through adulthood  

Experience through abstract reasoning  

Based on table found in: David G. Myers and DeWall, C. Nathan, Psychology in Everyday Life 

(New York: Worth Publishers, 2014) 79. Print.  

 Relating Piaget’s theory to concepts of death, children in the preoperational stage cannot 

comprehend death’s permanence or inevitability because of their significant focus on the self, 

egocentrism; anything outside of their own schema or experience, such as a permanent end or 

their own death, cannot be comprehended as possible because they themselves have not 

experienced it. As a child transitions from preoperational to concrete operations, their empathy 

expands, meaning they can understand that death is final and universal for others; however, death 
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is still not personal (“Talking to Children…” 3). In this phase, the notion of personal fable comes 

into existence – the idea that the individual is the exception to rules and laws of nature; this 

phenomenon also results in the stereotypical rebellious, death-defying behavior such as reckless 

driving in adolescents. Death also becomes personified at this stage, associated with a skeleton or 

grim reaper figure, etc. (“Talking to Children…” 3); this personification combined with their 

own inability to comprehend personal death often results in a certain level of fear of death 

emerging in the form of nightmares, etc. When a child achieves the abstract thinking of Piaget’s 

formal operations, he or she can finally comprehend the complexity of death, “concerning both 

‘concrete’ elements – that is, a body that no longer functions and the ‘abstract’ – that is, a notion 

of spirituality and life after death” (Webb 7). 

 Despite this regimented outline of development, clinical social  worker Dr. Nancy Boyd 

Webb qualifies that “development is an individual process that proceeds generally as outlined, 

but as with all matters human, individual differences occur frequently” (5). The assimilating and 

accommodating of various strata of information will vary from person to person, depending on 

the type and amount of experience each individual encounters, meaning that development may 

happen more rapidly or more slowly depending on a person’s subjective experience. For 

example, a child who encounters first-hand the death of a loved one, will likely cognitively 

develop more quickly in terms of understanding death. However, for most modern children from 

whom death has been forbidden, their schemata have been stunted in assimilating or 

accommodating any understanding of death because of their lack of exposure.   

 Bibliotherapy: Literature Fighting Denial  

 This ignorance of death for contemporary children has resulted in a new addition to the 

development and coping process: denial. Scholar Tyler Sasser explains the current inevitability 
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of denial for children: “As children became farther removed from death, when a death did occur, 

it became more difficult to accept. As a result, much of contemporary children’s literature that 

includes a child’s death, or at least the threat of death, illustrates the child’s struggle to accept the 

death that occurs within the text. Denial becomes a necessary and unavoidable part of the 

grieving process” (Sasser 109). Denial has indeed become an acknowledged and accepted step in 

the process of coming to terms with death, but is it truly “necessary?”  

 The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services claims that denial can be 

detrimental to children: “The child's fear of the unknown is worse than facing the reality. The 

child may fantasize and create the worst scenario or an incorrect reality” (“Talking to 

Children…” 1). Kenyon provides the anecdote of a 27-month-old boy’s false assumption 

concerning death: upon hearing a car referred to as “dead,” the boy grew concerned that he too 

would run out of gas (81). These incorrect beliefs can result from denial, by either parent or 

child, to address death. Thanatologists, those who study the process and impact of death, believe 

that children should be involved in funeral and ritual services associated with death to avoid this 

stage of denial (Webb 15). These rituals serve as a means to expand schema and develop 

cognition in Piaget’s pattern: seeing the concrete corpse and hearing the abstract notions of 

spirituality are healthy exposure and a means to closure. Children need to process and make 

sense of death; an atmosphere of denial does not establish open and honest grounds for 

communication. Grollman states that to encourage denial and the repression of emotions “can be 

dangerous and lead to further distress and even mental illness” (4). Instead, the grieving and 

comprehension process must be embraced as the means “to come to grips with the reality of 

change in their lives and to establish new patterns of existence” (Grollman 4). In a society where 
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denial is easier and more accepted path, literature can break through the stigma and buffer death 

anxiety to reconcile the concept of death for children. 

 In the 1998 study “Terror Management in Childhood…,” Victor Florian and Mario 

Mikulincer define death anxiety or “Terror Management Theory” as the “awareness of one’s 

own death as a major source of terror, which then activates anxiety-buffering mechanisms and 

affects cognitions and behaviors” (1104).  This form of terror anxiety can produce a paralyzing 

stunt to the cognitive acceptance of death and often results in what is commonly viewed as 

denial. Those suffering from this terror hope that not acknowledging death or willingly accepting 

it will somehow reverse its reality or its effects (Grollman 3). In a 2007 study concerning age-

related differences in responding to death, Molly Maxfield et al. noted that “self-esteem and 

cultural worldviews function, at least in part, to provide protection against existential anxiety” 

(342). Essentially, Maxfield et al. conclude that when humans find accordance with one another 

concerning worldviews and corresponding expectations, their loneliness is reduced, their self-

esteem is bolstered, and their ability to buffer anxiety is increased (342). A large root of denial 

and anxiety concerning death is the feeling of isolation – no one else feels the same way, fear the 

same way, etc.  To combat this isolation, support is indispensable, and literature “can be a form 

of support group in and of itself” (Grollman 8). Dr. James P. Morgan and Jesse E. Roberts define 

bibliotherapy as the “practice of using books and stories as part of the counseling process… 

bibliotherapy also reassures children that they are not alone and often answers questions they 

may have. As a result, children who are traumatized experience decreased isolation when they 

realize that others share their situation” (Morgan 212). When children are hyper-sensitive to the 

notion of being different from their peers, literature can serve as the invisible peer, educating 

children on the realities of life and consoling them that they are indeed not alone. Literature can 
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provide a means to the experience that Piaget saw as the means to development by providing 

egocentric children exposure to circumstances and beliefs outside of their own, growing their 

empathy and their schemata. Scholar Seung Lee describes literature as the “humble servant to 

cater to the superior needs of human beings” (17), and in this context, children need to be spoken 

directly to about death to both assist their developmental understanding and to console them that 

they are not alone. These needs are why books like Lewis’ The Last Battle are crucial, because 

they address death for what it is for children, including the genuine effects of pain and sadness.  

Literary Context: Death Denied 

 Though this therapeutic capability to expose and encourage development is one of 

literature’s many opportunities, the reality is that literature does not always act upon this 

opportunity. As Devin Brown presents in his article “The Ongoing Appeal of the Chronicles of 

Narnia,” literature ultimately houses the cultural heritage from which it emerges; the ideology, 

opposition, and circumstances of each author of each society is reflected in the literature it 

produces. Examples range from direct social commentary, such as Harper Lee’s To Kill a 

Mockingbird on race issues, to the more indirect, where historical context only bolsters 

understanding of a text, such as knowing the class structure and women’s rights of early 

nineteenth-century England expand the understanding of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. 

Literature processes and conveys ideologies and issues. Famed author Madeleine L’Engle writes, 

“People have always told stories as they have searched for the truth” (qtd. in Brown  102). She 

goes on to relate how our early ancestors sat around campfires telling stories to preserve events 

and beliefs, bards and troubadours sang meaning into life, and we now read novels the same 

way: to understand the larger human condition, more than can often be conveyed in factual 

history books. 
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 As death grew more societally forbidden from the Victorian Era up through World War II 

and the following era of uncertainty, literature reflects this evolution and conveys this same 

denial. Children in particular were on the receiving end of this shift. As child mortality became a 

diminishing issue, evidence of children being an exception to the effects of death became a 

prevalent theme. Childhood became idealized and protected as a realm where death could not 

and should not enter. This protection of childhood is evident in broader literature, such as Edna 

St. Vincent Millay’s 1937 poem “Childhood is the Kingdom Where Nobody Dies or William 

Wordsworth’s 1888 poem, “We Are Seven,” that begins:  

A simple child 

That lightly draws its breath,  

And feels its life in every limb,  

What should it know of death? (1-4) 

Specifically assessing the category of children’s literature, this same protection from death for 

children is noted in books since the Victorian era when death became feared and forbidden.  

 Briefly summarizing societal views on children in the Western world, scholar Tyler 

Sasser explains how from the medieval era to the Enlightenment era, children did not differ from 

adults; they were merely considered “little people” (Sasser 6) who worked, married, and 

procreated at a significantly younger age than contemporary times. At the start of the 1700s, 

children were considered to be in a “pre-human state” (Sasser 6), where adults had the 

responsibility to train, develop, and enlighten them into the fully human state, constantly 

exposing or interceding information to children, founding the notion of child naivety and 

ignorance. Once child labor laws and secondary education requirements became established in 
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the industrial Romantic era, childhood and adolescence became recognized as independent and 

guarded stages of development: “Once society no longer views the child as an agent of 

production, she becomes sentimentalized” (Sasser 9). 

 This sentimental view towards childhood is the cultural heritage transmitted into most 

children’s literature since the nineteenth-century. However, this sentimental, idyllic childhood 

was often a false reality, not unlike an alternate universe, as Steven Mintz critiques:  

There has never been an age of innocence… for most children. Childhood has 

never been insulated from the pressures and demands of the surrounding society, 

and each generation of children has had to wrestle with the social, political, and 

economic constraints of its own historical period. (qtd. in Sasser 8) 

This cultural heritage of an innocent and sentimental childhood is rather the hope of many that 

literature preserves.  This is the common motivation behind children’s literature as written by 

adults: it is an opportunity for adults to portray childhood as they would want it to be, as they 

want it to be remembered. Society wants children to be protected from death, to be carefree, 

because they themselves want to be protected from death, to be carefree; “What a society wants 

its children to know reveals what a society wants itself to be” (Robert Hines qtd. in Freeman). 

 This displaced idealism in children’s literature is historically noted. Victorians are noted 

for producing the “Golden-Age of children’s books” (Knoepflmacher 497) because of their 

unique setting between nostalgic tradition and innovative progression. However, this society still 

plagued with high child mortality despite scientific advancements, denies death in its children’s 

literature in either one of two ways:  using enchanted fantasy that gives children the ability to 

overcome or escape death altogether, such as Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie, or romanticizing 
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suffering like Hans Christian Andersen’s The Little Match Girl that “ennobles [the child] by 

allowing to die a beautiful death with the promise of immortality in a heavenly world superior to 

the harsh and cruel contemporary one” (Sasser, 3). Because death was very much an unavoidable 

aspect of life for Victorian society, death is a present and constant threat in literature; however, 

as previously addressed in the section on historical context, the beginnings of the death taboo 

were resulting from scientific innovations and ideological shifts, thus the need to deny death 

through escapism or romanticism.  

 As the concept of Forbidden Death became further implanted with the onset of the 

twentieth century as a result of the previously mentioned medical innovations and wartime fears, 

death in children’s literature becomes avoided altogether. As it was no longer a present and 

constant threat for children in society in the same capacity as the Victorian era, so it became a 

removed threat in literature altogether as Stuart Holland observes, “As I have since discovered, 

children’s literature in the 1950s avoided the subject of death” (1).  

Because World War II marked the launch of contemporary Western worldview, death 

remains a scarce topic in children’s literature up through present day. Isabel Gutiérrez and her 

team of psychological researchers conducted an experiment in 2014 where they compiled a total 

of 198 favored children’s books according to winners of the Caldecott Medal from 1938 to 2004 

in combination with answers from a parent questionnaire within the scope of their experimental 

group. Of the 198 books gathered, only six (3.0%) depicted death in some regard (Gutiérrez 44-

45). Gutiérrez et al. conclude that “death is an uncommon topic in books for young children” 

(45), and that the children’s book industry “privileges the dominant folk theory in its publishing 

choices” (60). Because the dominant majority want to protect children from death, the publishing 

realm complies in order to sell, resulting in only six out of 198 books addressing death.  
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With statistics like this, contemporary children’s books that do address death stand out, 

Lewis’ Last Battle being one of them, though many often do not consider it among books 

concerning death. For example, Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White, published in 1952, is often 

regarded as one of the most prominent and beloved children’s book regarding death; White 

himself acknowledges his cultural rebellion: “Apparently, children are not supposed to be 

exposed to death, but I did not pay attention to this” (qtd. in Sasser 80). Nevertheless, even this 

accomplished novel reflects an unrealistic cultural heritage: death is for the elderly. Wilbur the 

pig, representative of the collective child, avoids death with the help of the young girl Fern and 

the wise spider Charlotte, promoting the belief that young readers “need not worry about dying; 

that for them to die would be an unnatural horror, which good guardians like Charlotte can 

prevent; that death is not for the young (like themselves and Wilbur), but for the old, who (like 

Charlotte) will very likely welcome it when it comes” (Griffith 44-45).  

Another beloved children’s classic that uncharacteristically addresses death is Katherine 

Paterson’s 1977 novel, Bridge to Terabithia. As previously addressed, the 1970’s historically 

resulted in an established air of cynicism. Interestingly in children’s literature, there is a 

corresponding slight resurgence of addressing death: “The frequency of death’s appearance in 

books published for children has increased markedly in the period post-1970, yet academic 

analyses of the subject remain limited” (James 2); “…most children’s books that do deal with 

death have been written since the mid-1970’s” (Holland 1). Terabithia being one of these, 

Paterson presents a direct contrast to White’s Charlotte’s Web, where the concept of child death 

is portrayed and handled when Leslie, one of the two main young characters passes away 

following an accident. Nevertheless, Paterson still propagates the cultural heritage of childhood 

being a refuge, a sanctuary, equating adulthood to the end of safety: 
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Paterson symbolizes ideal childhood with her creation of Terabithia, a perfect 

world where Leslie and Jess rule without the fears and difficulties of the adult 

world. Terabithia is an escape for the children. They think they are safe there, 

apparently free from the worries of adulthood. (Sasser 104).   

Through Leslie’s death, Paterson preserves the young girl’s free, imaginative spirit in the safety 

of childhood forever. Despite their differences, both White and Paterson illustrate childhood 

within the confines of a safe place, a barn for Wilbur the pig, a forest for Jess and Leslie (Sasser 

106).  

 Though White and Paterson are exceptions to the rule, they also adhere to aspects of the 

common theme of children’s literature: death is either avoided altogether or warped in its 

presentation to children. Despite this being the standard, children’s literature, and more 

specifically fantasy children’s literature, offers a unique medium to present fundamental matters 

of life, death, and in turn, spirituality. Stacey Freeman describes children’s fantasy as a genre in 

which the language of spirituality “has been free to roam, wildly, in an uninhibited manner… 

The genre, by its very nature, allows for spirituality, because it makes allowances for all other 

impossibilities.” (Freeman). If death is this seemingly impossible notion, why not address it 

through the realm of all other impossibilities? 

It is within this context that C.S. Lewis emerges as a black sheep. Out of his conviction 

that death must be remembered, must be dealt with, Lewis dares to deal with it for children. In 

his essay “On Three Way of Writing for Children,” Lewis refutes the critique that children’s 

fantasy should avoid instilling fear concerning the reality of death, violence, and pain in this 

world: 
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There is something ludicrous in the idea of so educating a generation which is 

born to the Ogpu and the atomic bomb. Since it is so likely that they will meet 

cruel enemies, let them at least have heard of brave knights and heroic courage…. 

By confining your child to blameless stories of child life in which nothing at all 

alarming ever happens, you would fail to banish the terrors, and would succeed in 

banishing all that can ennoble them or make them endurable. (39, 40) 

Lewis understood the sobering reality of the day and age – economic trouble, military anxiety, 

social upheaval – but he realized the danger of avoiding the fear underlying them all: death. 

Lewis believed that addressing death, accepting death, and embracing the inevitability of death 

would ultimately steal away the power of fear and paralyzing passiveness these trials could 

cause. Children need to be equipped and ennobled so that they may endure.  

 C.S. Lewis and Fantasy: Honest but Hopeful 

To equip children, Lewis chose his own armament of the fantasy genre: “It is clear that 

Lewis both consciously and subconsciously understood the need for a creative format rather than 

a discursive one in order to address life’s most fundamental questions” (Brown 103). As already 

stated by Freeman, the fantasy genre frees itself to address all matters of life, both fantastical and 

real, and it is fantasy literature that often addresses these fundamental matters with the most 

direct honesty. Because of society’s denial or forbiddance of death, the fatal act has now been 

sorted into the category of the fantastical; “The mysterious land of death has been left to those 

writers whose stock-in-trade is unknown lands and metaphysical realities – the fantasists” 

(Esmonde 35).  
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While Lewis boldly approaches death in the fantasy world of Narnia, he still does not 

adhere to contemporary trends where if death is addressed, it is addressed by a “child’s struggle 

to accept the death that occurs within the text. Denial becomes a necessary and unavoidable part 

of the grieving process” (Sasser 109). There is no trace of denial in Lewis’ writing; he writes of 

death with blatant honesty, “neither disguising the pain of the survivors nor avoiding the 

question of the afterlife” (Esmonde 35). Not only does Lewis break the mold by his directness, 

but also through his hopefulness, a crucial feature for equipping children. How else will they 

enthusiastically, and vibrantly grow up and receive the responsibilities of the world? Stuart 

Holland observes the lack that Lewis fills: “One of my startling discoveries was that children’s 

literature is so lacking in hopeful images [of death and afterlife]” (Holland 3).  Lewis portrays 

death not as an end but as a beginning to a richer, more fulfilling life than was previously known, 

and this belief makes life before death all the more rich. Lewis’ anticipation does not sound like 

something that ought to be feared or forbidden.  

A Pedagogical Story, not Allegory  

This honest but hopeful view of death and afterlife emerges from Lewis’ adherence to a 

Judeo-Christian worldview, echoed similarly by his close friend and fellow powerhouse fantasy 

writer, J.R.R. Tolkien. Both of these distinguished authors dare to “say unequivocally that man 

exists beyond death, that death is a new beginning, that we are not bound forever to the circles of 

the world that beyond them is eternal life” (Esmonde 38). This undeniable transfusion of beliefs 

from his Christian faith has consistently resulted in Lewis being labeled as an allegorist, 

primarily with the Narnia series, because of their rich Christian symbolism and undertones. As 

previously mentioned, many, such as Philip Pullman, criticize the series for proselytizing a 

narrow belief-system to the general public, or in the case of Mary Van Natten, Lewis’ Narnia 
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books falsely pass for “being an allegory of God’s truth… if this is so, then what is Lewis 

ashamed of that he must hide it so carefully in allegorical terminology?” (Van Natten). However 

surprising to many, Lewis had no intention of writing an allegory or masquerading his beliefs 

within fantasy; he simply wanted to communicate a story through which his beliefs subliminally 

and naturally came.  

 In Lewis’ essay, “It All Began with a Picture,” Lewis explains the origin of the Narnia 

series, revealing how he had little intent to sit down and parse out an allegory: 

All my seven Narnian books, and my three science fiction books, began with 

seeing pictures in my head. At first they were not a story, just pictures. The Lion, 

the Witch, and the Wardrobe all began with a picture of a Faun carrying an 

umbrella and parcels in a snowy wood. This picture had been in my mind since I 

was about sixteen. When I was about forty, I said to myself: ‘Let’s try to make a 

story about it.’ At first I had very little idea how the story would go. But then 

suddenly Aslan came bounding into it. (53) 

Robert H. Bell helpfully defines allegory as a piece of writing that “manifestly and continuously 

represents a separate philosophy or sequence of events, for the primary (though not exclusive) 

purpose of highlighting or inculcating a doctrine or system of belief. An abstract idea or 

conception organizes and determines the narrative” (13). As Lewis explained in the previous 

quote, he had no intention to inculcate dogmatically the Christian faith through his children’s 

stories. Lewis was reputed as one of the greatest literary authorities of his time through his 

studies, his teachings, and his own contributions; his in-depth work of literary scholarship 

English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama continues to be prominent and 

reliable source of academic criticism. As such an authority, Lewis knew unquestionably the 
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purpose and characteristics of allegory; he even wrote The Pilgrim’s Regress as an intentional 

allegory, and The Allegory of Love, studies the use of allegory in medieval literature. He knew 

allegory, and he knew that he did not intend the Narnia series to be one as he further explains: 

[I did not begin by] asking myself how I could say something about Christianity 

to children; then fixed on the fairy tale as an instrument; then collected 

information about child-psychology and decided what age group I’d write for; 

then drew up a list of basic Christian truths and hammered out ‘allegories’ to 

embody them. This is moonshine. I couldn’t write in that way at all. (“Sometimes 

Fairy Stories…” 46) 

 Seung Lee cautions that allegory or any sort of persistent dogmatic writing can “dull 

wonder or breed contempt for [beliefs]” (16), causing children to recoil. Lewis himself 

recognized the harm in figuratively “shoving” ethical and spiritual concepts into the hands of 

young readers, especially concepts so foreign to them as death and dying, causing him to write 

instead of allegory, what I like to call pedagogical stories:  

I thought I saw how stories of this kind could steal past a certain inhibition which 

had paralyzed much of my own religion in childhood… An obligation to feel can 

freeze feelings… But supposing that by casting all these things into an imaginary 

world, stripping them of their stained-glass and Sunday school associations, one 

could make them for the first time appear in their real potency? Could one not 

thus steal past those watchful dragons? I thought one could.” (Lewis “Sometimes 

Fairy Stories” 47) 
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In this form of pedagogical writing, Lewis merely presents a set of ethics and beliefs and offers it 

freely for readers to either accept or reject; “never in Narnia are there authorial winks or nudges, 

underscoring the ‘real’ or hidden meaning…. possibilities for interpretation remain open” (Bell 

13, 14). Lewis’ stories offer an opportunity to also steal past the watchful dragons that society 

has put in place at the threshold of our minds, warily guarding against any notions of the feared 

and forbidden death. Narnia produces no hint of persuasion or obligation to believe. Instead, 

Lewis takes virtues that he believes to be important and, rather than belaboring them, models 

them for readers to consider – be it the unconditional sacrifice of Aslan the Lion or the pure faith 

of little Lucy Pevensie.  

The classic adage that writers write what they know proves true for Lewis; his personal 

cultural heritage after his 1931 conversion involved these Judeo-Christian values that his writing 

would only naturally house. Lewis himself defends that he simply wrote what he knew and 

needed: 

If we ask [‘what moral do modern children need?’] we are assuming too superior 

an attitude. It would be better to ask ‘What moral do I need?’ for I think we can 

be sure that what does not concern us deeply will not deeply interest our readers, 

whatever the age… The only moral that is of any value is that which arises 

inevitably from the whole cast of the author’s mind. (“On Three Ways of 

Writing…” 41, 42) 

If Lewis’ writing did not emerge from his own set of beliefs, they would not be truly Lewis. 

These beliefs make the stories authentic Lewis, ergo he cannot be faulted for communicating 

them. By communicating them, Lewis did not intend for his audience to either agree or disagree 

with him, but merely to consume and consider: “While some would inevitably reject 
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Christianity, for Lewis it was vital that they be honestly confronted with it so that they could 

make a decision about it” (King 585).  Lewis inserted his own ideology into the existing vast 

network of ideologies preserved in literature, exposing children to another belief system to 

examine.  

 Fantasy Writing: Stealing Past Society’s Dragons 

 For Lewis, the best format for these pedagogical stories he hoped to communicate was 

fantasy literature. Fantasy literature offered a certain challenge and exercise of creativity that 

appealed to Lewis: “[‘Fairy Tales’] very limitations of vocabulary became an attraction; as the 

hardness of the stone pleases the sculptor or the difficulty of the sonnet delights the sonneteer… I 

wrote fairy tales because Fairy Tale seemed the ideal Form for the stuff I had to say” 

(“Sometimes Fairy Tales…” 47). However, fantasy also provided the opportune, open-ended 

context for Lewis to more easily address the fundamental, spiritualistic ideology to children, 

including matters of death and dying. Kathryn James defines fantasy as “a textual space which, 

like death, can be seen to challenge cultural ideas about order and boundaries, is surrounded by 

instability of meaning, and is difficult to articulate or to define” (113). Karin Kokorski echoes: 

“The mode of the fantastic highly benefits the aim of the readers’ confrontation with death and 

their subsequent consolation, as it is able to go beyond ‘normal’ boundaries and soothe 

anxieties” (355). If Lewis was to convey beliefs in the supernatural, just possibly a supernatural 

world was the proper frame into which he could welcome children born to the anxieties and 

cynicism of the contemporary era; it would be through this fantastical medium alone that 

children would open-mindedly receive Lewis’ ideals, including the concepts of death and 

afterlife. 
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Many dismiss the worth of fantastic literature, either for being a form of escapism or for 

confusing children’s reality. As noted in J.M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, the fantastical world of 

Neverland was indeed a form of escapism, an escape from the adult world where death was a 

lurking reality. Lewis Carroll’s beloved Alice in Wonderland could also arguably be an escape 

from the drudgery of reality. However, Lewis saw an opportunity in fantasy writing to bring 

renewed wonderment to the mundane rather than an escape route from it:  

All stories in which children have adventures and successes which are possible, in 

the sense that they not break the laws of nature, but almost infinitely improbable, 

are in more danger than the fairy tales of raising false expectations… It would be 

much truer to say that fairy land arouses a longing for he knows not what. It stirs 

and troubles him (to his life-long enrichment) with the dim sense of something 

beyond his reach, and far from dulling or emptying the actual world, give it a 

dimension of depth. He does not despise real woods because he has read of 

enchanted woods: the reading makes all real woods a little enchanted. (“On Three 

Ways…” 37, 38) 

Objects, events, ideas presented in a fantasy world must always refer back to the real world; 

though a griffin does not truly exist, a lion and an eagle most certainly do. Behind all fantasy is a 

taste of reality. Infusing elements of reality into fantasy can “restore to the familiar their rich 

significance which has been veiled by familiarity” (Lee 19). Therefore, fantasy literature is not 

necessarily escapist, as Lee continues, “Escape is by no means a dirty word. Its meaning is 

totally contingent on its following phrase, ‘from what’ “(20).  

Fantasy literature provides a creative format, the open-minded context to address 

complex, supernatural ideas, and a means to infuse life with new wistful meaning. Lewis utilized 
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all of these opportunities as he crafted his Chronicles of Narnia series. Through this series, 

Lewis steals past society’s watchful dragons that both cower at death and repress it from 

children; he presents an ideological option of acknowledged death and hoped-for afterlife. 

Nowhere does he portray this ideology more than in the final book installment: The Last Battle.  

The Last Battle Analysis  

 In this seventh and final installment of Lewis’ fantasy series, The Last Battle offers the 

most grim and cynical view of Narnia, yet through this outlook comes the most “emphatic and 

implicit spiritual pattern and finality of closure” (Bell 13). Much like the historical context of 

Lewis’ immediate post-war day and age, and in turn, reflecting much of contemporary society’s 

angst, The Last Battle depicts a lawless Narnia where leadership is in question, civil rights 

revoked, and the “golden age” of the past becomes desired. Rather than being a fantastical 

alternate universe, Narnia has become a personification of contemporary Western culture. And in 

this world where the denial of death abounds, death seems to surround: the death of peace and 

hope. To the World War II-torn generation of his time, to the cynical, terror-ridden time of today, 

to the tumultuous end times of Narnia, Lewis stands up to the skepticism, the over-protection, 

and the evasion of death for children with a direct and hopeful view of death, for it is after all, 

the one certainty in life. 

Brief Plot Summary 

As The Last Battle opens, the beloved country of Narnia, known for its ethereal beauty 

and winsome creatures from the previous books, has altered drastically, as ominously recounted 

by Roonwit the centaur: “Never in all my days have I seen such terrible things written in the 

skies as there have been nightly since this year began. The stars say nothing… of peace, nor of 
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joy” (Lewis, The Last Battle, 19). This dooming fate and the subsequent onslaught of 

cataclysmic events result from the actions of the maniacal ape, Shift, and his sidekick donkey, 

Puzzle. These two accomplices procure a lion’s skin, dress Puzzle in it, and masquerade as 

Aslan, the God-like lion, with Shift serving as his faithful attendant and spokesperson. As crafty 

ape and his imposter lion tour the country overthrowing civility and order by instating new 

decrees, they leave a path of destruction and turmoil in their wake. Jill Pole and Eustace Scrubb, 

two British children previously seen in the series, are called out of Britain to return to Narnia to 

assist King Tirian in fighting nobly to reclaim Narnia from the deceptive ape. In the midst of 

battle, Tirian, Eustace, Jill, and other loyal Narnians steadily find their way into the mysterious 

stable Shift uses as an alternative headquarters, as well as a temple to his god Tash, the god of 

the southern country Calormen; their entrance into the stable symbolizes the passage of death. 

The guards Shift has planted behind the stable door to kill the loyal Narnians is replaced by the 

vicious and vengeful god Tash. However to the faithful characters’ surprise when they pass 

through the stable door to their assumed death, they find themselves not inside a dark hovel, but 

instead standing in a restored Narnia, which they come to find out is the real, perfected Narnia; 

they have left the “Shadowlands.” In this heaven-like Narnia, they are reunited with beloved 

characters from previous books, both Narnian and British, who have indeed died, and as Lewis 

ends:  

All their life in this world and all their adventures had only been the cover and the 

title page: now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which 

no one on earth has read, which goes on forever in which every chapter is better 

than the one before. (Lewis, The Last Battle, 210-211) 

Fighting Valiantly: Living a Purposed Life, Facing a Direct Death, Hoping for an Afterlife 
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Considering the critique that fantasy literature is often an escape from reality, as 

previously noted in works such as J.M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, many argue that Narnia is an escape 

route following the same vein. British children are drawn out of the “real” world, out of “real” 

time, to a fantastical world where time moves at a different pace. Jill Pole and Eustace Scrubb, 

the same British child characters in The Last Battle, are called to Narnia in the preceding Silver 

Chair at the very moment that school bullies converge on the two; they seemingly escape their 

troubles. However, keeping in mind that The Chronicles serve as pedagogical stories, Lewis’ 

Narnia is a means to teach the children lessons for a more purposed and fulfilled life, not a 

means to shroud the reality of trouble from them. The noble lion Aslan explains this notion to the 

young Lucy and Edmund Pevensie at the conclusion of The Voyage of the Dawn Treader as they 

dread returning to modern England: 

‘Are you there too, Sir?’ said Edmund. 

‘I am,’ said Aslan. ‘But there I have another name. You must learn to know 

me by that name. This was the very reason why you were brought to Narnia, that 

by knowing me here for a little, you may know me better there.’ (257) 

Aslan essentially communicates Lewis’ previously stated words on how fantasy realms add a 

greater depth and wonder to reality by expounding upon what is existing and true, “He does not 

despise real woods because he has read of enchanted woods: the reading makes all real woods a 

little enchanted” (Lewis, “On Three Ways…,” 38).  

 Lewis concludes over and over that the British children are being brought to Narnia to be 

taught a lesson, and the same can be said for those reading the book, who are learning alongside 

the characters. Narnia serves as a mild crucible to refine. Literary theorist Joseph Campbell calls 
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this the “Into the Belly of the Whale” theory: where any storybook hero must go through a trial 

of self-annihilation, a death of sorts, in order to emerge or “resurrect” stronger and wiser (90-96). 

The adventures found within the Narnia books serve as these self-annihilating trials as theorist 

Devin Brown goes on to relate in reference to the Narnian characters: 

All of the Narnia heroes must, to some extent, leave their old selves behind and 

become something more than they were… Until the seventh volume, The Last 

Battle, the English heroes must always at the end of each volume return to the 

world they left behind, each time with a renewed vigor and a deeper, more mature 

vitality. (109,110)  

The moral imperatives taught to the children in Narnia enrich their lives, to which they always 

must return in order to apply what they have learned. When Jill and Eustace return to their 

schoolyard at the conclusion of The Silver Chair, no time in reality has passed, meaning they 

have not escaped the convergence of bullies. The only thing that has changed is their perspective, 

their confidence, their experience, their maturity after their time in Narnia; they are now able to 

justly fend off the bullies. Through Narnia, they have been ennobled to take on life’s hardships.   

 Death Directly Addressed  

 The Last Battle is the culmination of this complex self-annihilating, self-refining 

pedagogy. As Brown already referenced, until The Last Battle, the children always had to return 

to Britain in order to apply what they had learned. However, in this grand finale, the heroes face 

the ultimate multi-faceted self-annihilation: death. If Narnia were truly escapist literature, a form 

of immortality most likely would be achieved in the fantasy land, meaning that the ideal of death 

truly being forbidden would be achieved. However, death is notably present and experienced in 
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the land between the Lamppost and Cair Paravel. The conclusion of the book reveals that Jill and 

Eustace were involved in a fatal train accident in Britain, bringing them to Narnia where they 

must still address and experience death:  

‘What’ll happen if we get killed here?’ 

‘Well, we’ll be dead I suppose.  

‘But I mean, what will happen in our own world? Shall we wake up and find 

ourselves back in that train? Or shall we just vanish and never be heard of any 

more? Or shall we be dead in England?’ (Lewis, The Last Battle, 108) 

By addressing death, Lewis automatically expresses the purpose and value to life by presenting 

the notion of its end. While commenting on Natalie Babbitt’s Tuck Everlasting that presents the 

burden of immortality, Stacey Freeman explains how “there is no value in life without the 

possibility of eventual death… Babbitt offers Death to the child so that the child will understand 

and appreciate the importance of the balance between life and eventual death” (Freeman). In a 

time when children rarely recognize or consider their mortality because the notion of death has 

been denied for them, life becomes a seemingly endless commodity as a result. This false sense 

of immortality is a detrimental threat to life that Lewis quickly resolves.  

 As already stated, Lewis is one of a few authors who address death for children. Another 

side effect of this era of forbidden death is the avoidance of explicitly explaining death to 

children out of fear of causing either psychological trauma or desensitization (which in extreme 

cases could lead to acts of violence). Speaking out against this concept, famed grief and 

bereavement counselor Dr. Earl A. Grollman expresses the importance of directly addressing the 

issue of death for children: 
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Traumatic experiences belong to both adulthood and childhood. Where can one 

turn in tragedy if no one will admit that there is a tragedy?... For example, adults 

often suggest that the dead person is “sleeping” and will someday, magically, 

return during the children’s lifetime… Use words like die or dead, not went away 

for a long journey, left, lost, or passed away. Distortions of reality create lasting 

harm… Talk in a quiet, honest, straightforward manner. (3, 5) 

To skirt around the realities of death is far more detrimental than the contrary according to 

Grollman; failure to address is failure to equip, to ennoble the young. Avoiding the subject of 

death altogether obviously will not assist children in developing their cognitive schema to either 

accommodate or assimilate information on death, but acknowledging death without confronting 

all that it truly entails, contorts and hinders a full comprehension of death, which is a “powerful 

threat to an individual’s ontological security” (James 2). Sadly, children’s literature can often 

contribute to this avoidance, using the diction Grollman discourages against. In another portion 

of their study, Isabel Gutiérrez et. al. assessed that 11% of the books they gathered about death 

did not explicitly reference death: “For example, Cat Heaven depicts cats perched on clouds and 

happily engaged in other activities in heaven, but does not mention that the cats had died. 

Similarly, in A Fish in his Pocket, the young protagonist inadvertently causes the death of a fish, 

which is described as ‘not moving’ but not as dead.” (47).  

 Lewis does not follow this trend; he does not abide by this vague, indefinite form of 

expression.  Instead, Lewis blatantly refers to death in The Last Battle, even brutal death. One of 

the first indicators to King Tirian that Narnia is in disorder is the unnerving apparition of a dryad, 

a tree spirit, whose physical tree is in the process of being cut down upon Shift’s orders:  
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‘A-a-a-h,’ gasped the dryad shuddering as if in pain – shuddering time after time 

as if under repeated blows. Then all at once she fell sideways as suddenly as if 

both her feet had been cut from under her. For a second they saw her lying dead 

on the grass and then she vanished. They knew what had happened. Her tree, 

miles away, had been cut down. (Lewis, The Last Battle, 21) 

This startling description of death is both alarming and sobering, revealing that death happens to 

the innocent, and that it is permanent. Lewis does not in any manner idealize or lessen the 

severity of death, especially not in his frequent descriptions of warfare throughout the novel, 

such as this battlefield assessment by the young Eustace: “Two lay dead, pierced by Jewel’s 

horn, one by Tirian’s sword. The Fox lay dead at his own feet, and he wondered if it was he who 

killed it” [emphasis added] (Lewis, The Last Battle, 136). Not only are children exposed to death 

and dying, but they must come to terms with their own. As previously mentioned, Jill and 

Eustace must come to grips with the possibility of their own deaths, which ultimately do come as 

both are sent through the symbolic stable door into the afterlife of the “real” Narnia. The 

inclusion of this circumstance reveals to readers that death is not just for the elderly or the 

wicked; it is universal, and they in turn must come to terms with their own personal mortality.  

 Bringing children to the threshold of death to have them peer into its depths sounds 

shocking to modern audiences. However, this devastation is a result of an inferior view of child 

comprehension, for as Grollman explains, children will encounter death no matter how sheltered 

they are, whether through media or the natural world of plants and animals or through personal 

experience, and like any adult, they will have to face it, for “a person is a person, no matter how 

small” (4). Lewis would no doubt agree with Grollman’s respect for children. Possibly motivated 

by his own sobering loss of his mother at ten years old, Lewis evokes a profound admiration for 
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children and in turn entrusts them with information through his writing: “We must meet children 

as equals in that area of our nature where we are their equals” (Lewis, “On Three Ways…,” 42). 

Lewis reflects this perspective in The Last Battle when Jill is given the talent and responsibility 

of guide: “It was Jill who set them right again: she had been an excellent Guide in England… As 

soon as Tirian saw that she was the best pathfinder of the three of them, he put her in front” 

(Lewis, The Last Battle, 69). Essentially for Grollman and Lewis, adulthood is merely childhood 

with a wider berth of experience, echoing Piaget’s theory that development/maturity is simply a 

matter of experience.  

 Hope Amidst Death 

 Despite Lewis graphically displaying death on the battlefield and even having Eustace 

and Jill come to grips with the possibility of their own deaths, some critics do not think that 

Lewis notably portrays death more directly or helpfully. The most explicit examples for this 

argument come from the conclusion of the novel; Tirian, Eustace, Jill, and other faithful 

Narnians have entered the stable to find themselves in the heaven-like “real” Narnia with no 

reference to death is made, though it is certainly implied. Upon reuniting with the central figures 

from the past books, Edmund Pevensie describes the fatal train wreck that sent all of them to this 

this utopian Narnia:  

There was a frightful roar and something hit me with a bang, but it didn’t hurt. 

And I felt not so much scared as – well, excited. Oh- and this is one queer thing. 

I’d had a rather sore knee, from a hack at rugger. I noticed it had suddenly gone. 

And I felt very light. And then- here we were. (Lewis, The Last Battle, 158) 
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The fact that Edmund supposedly felt no pain amidst the crash and excitement rather than fear 

“could hardly be said to treat death with real existential seriousness, which of course undermines 

the story’s ability to offer any real resolution to the problem – or mystery – of death” (59-60), 

criticizes William Gray.  Even Eustace’s dim recollection of the wreck seemingly avoids the 

moment of death itself: “I was looking out the window to see if I could see them when suddenly 

there came a most frightful jerk and a noise: and there we were in Narnia…” (Lewis, The Last 

Battle, 59). Rather than stripping children of the knowledge and information they need to 

acknowledge death, Lewis is giving them the most powerful weapon: hope.  

 When faced with the sobering reality of mortality, how do we encourage children to live 

confidently and purposefully? The answer for survival in any context is hope. Scholar Stuart 

Holland describes the paradox this way: “We do not serve children by denying [death’s] 

existence. But the subject of death is best couched in terms of hope… hope provides an armature 

for survival” (2). For Lewis, hope in the midst of death translated to the hope of no more pain, no 

more fear, no more separation, no more imperfections; Lewis hoped for an afterlife.  

 Lewis did not brush past the moment of death out of protection or avoidance, but rather 

to emphasize what he believed to be the more important truth on which to dwell: “There are 

better things ahead than any we leave behind” (Yours, Jack 369). For where he may not 

explicitly address the physical horrors of death, Doris Myers suggests that Lewis still maintains 

an honest integrity with his readers by conveying the explicit sadness of death (179). While in 

the midst of battle, the Narnians grow fearful and troubled of the ominous stable door, of death 

itself: 
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‘I feel in my bones,’ said Poggin, ‘that we shall all, one by one, pass through 

that dark door before morning. I can think of a hundred deaths I would rather have 

died.’ 

‘It is indeed a grim door,’ said Tirian. ‘ It is more like mouth.’ 

‘Oh, can’t we do anything to stop it?’ said Jill in a shaken voice. (Lewis, The 

Last Battle, 146) 

Immediately after this transaction of hopelessness and disturbance between Poggin the dwarf, 

Tirian, and Jill, the unicorn Jewel nobly speaks up with a note of hope: “Nay, fair friend… It 

may be for us the door to Aslan’s country and we shall sup at his table tonight” (Lewis, The Last 

Battle, 146). As Myers goes onto reflect, Lewis “shows them that even the hopeless situation is 

not devoid of all joy” (Doris Myers 179).  

 Jewel proved to speak truth. Lewis infused joy into the hopeless situation by portraying 

an afterlife in Aslan’s country, the “real” Narnia. This land is idyllic with the bluest of skies, the 

greenest of grass, the ripest and juiciest of new breeds of fruit. There is no fear of a deceptive ape 

or loss of loved ones; in fact, this land precipitates reunion with countless loved ones: family, 

friends, legendary heroes of Narnian history, and so on. This land also realizes the idealization of 

the self, as scholar Karin Kokorski describes: “Everyone on the other side of the stable is not 

only ‘unstiffened,’ but different, ‘far nobler;’ the hardship of battle, illness, pain, and age have 

fallen off the character, while their bodies remain. Now they seem to be purified and the best 

possible, ageless versions of themselves” (344).  

 Purpose in Life 
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 Some would argue that Lewis goes too far in exposing children to the notion of death by 

portraying a glorified concept of death and afterlife. These critics, such as Kokorski, believe that 

his glorified version of death and afterlife works counterintuitively to discourage children from 

living purposefully: “In locating the focus of a person’s happiness in the hereafter, Lewis highly 

idealizes life after death and thus automatically degrades life on earth” (Kokorski 345). Philip 

Pullman goes even further to suggest that Lewis’ underappreciation for life is the reason for the 

controversial exclusion of Susan Pevensie from the Narnian afterlife; she “decided to enjoy life 

on earth to its fullest… which functions as grounds for exclusion from paradise” (qtd. in 

Kokorski 345). In his article “The Darkside of Narnia,” Pullman goes on to openly disparage one 

of Lewis’ “most vile moments:” the moment when he “slaughters” all of his characters and then 

says they are better off, another mark against Lewis for promoting such “nauseating drivel” as 

death is better than life (Pullman). Contrary to these critics’ opinions, Lewis displays the value of 

life, not only by directly addressing the reality and sadness of death, but by portraying a valiant 

fight for it.  

 Before the conclusion of the novel, there is no hint of the glorious afterlife to come. The 

loyal Narnians are distraught and discouraged by the chaos overtaking the country, not flippantly 

excusing it because of the “better things to come.” Jill herself proclaims: “I hope the end of this 

[world] is millions of millions of millions of years away!” (Lewis, The Last Battle, 101). Her 

exclamation follows Jewel’s detailed recount of Narnia’s glorious past, implying a true and rich 

enjoyment of life: “He talked of whole centuries in which all Narnia was so happy that notable 

dances and feasts, or at most tournaments, were the only things that could be remembered, and 

every day and week had been better than the last” (Lewis, The Last Battle, 100). The characters 

even mourn Narnia as they watch it come to its cataclysmic end from their place in the “real” 
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Narnia. It is for this love of life and country for which all the faithful Narnians fight. If their 

sights were set solely on the afterlife, there would be no point to the fight as Doris Myers 

poignantly observes:  

By showing Tirian and his friends fighting for the old Narnia as if there was no 

afterlife, Lewis teaches the importance of the here and now. By showing that 

much of what they did was futile and doomed to failure, he teaches that the here 

and now is only a shadow of the real. But it is only through taking the old Narnia 

seriously that one can attain the new Narnia. The old Narnia is a shadow, but it is 

a real shadow, and the way to reach it is through heroism rather than cynicism. 

(181) 

Through his hopeful afterlife, Lewis conveys a freedom to live heroically and joyfully on earth. 

 Characters such as Susan were not included in the “real” Narnia, not because she loved 

life too much or because Lewis did not like females (Jill herself is the character to relate Susan’s 

fate) as is often critiqued, but because she failed to acknowledge what was real; “she refuses to 

take seriously the real shadow of Narnia and the Joy it affords” (Doris Myers 181). This same 

fate is noted in the group of dwarves too stubborn to see the reality around them, doomed to stay 

in the dark of the stable and the shadows of the old Narnia. The faithful Narnians, enlightened to 

see the “real” Narnia, stand bewildered at these dwarves’ seeming ignorance and self-ruin. The 

fate of those such as the dwarves and Susan could be implied to be the fate of those who forbid 

death, who those watchful dragons on guard, and those who fail to cling to hope; they build a 

prison for themselves. The contemporary culture encourages such imprisonment.   

Narnia’s Timeless Appeal  
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 To further steal past the watchful dragons of such an imprisoned contemporary culture, 

Lewis utilizes numerous literary traditions of Western culture. Yes, Lewis adheres to and 

conveys a Judeo-Christian worldview by his afterlife depiction; however, Lewis broadens this 

narrowed audience by incorporating numerous enduring literary characteristics relevant to and 

contributing toward Western culture. The first being his deliberate allusion to Platonic 

philosophy.  

Plato’s ‘Allegory of the Cave’ 

 In his famed Republic, the Greek philosopher uses the “Allegory of the Cave” to relate 

his ideas concerning the achievement of enlightening knowledge. In this allegory illustrated in 

Figure 1, Plato relates humanity to lifelong prisoners in a cave, strapped to chairs. Behind these 

prisoners burns a fire, which puppeteers use to parade objects in front of, casting shadows on the 

wall in front of the prisoners.  All these prisoners know of reality, of objects, such as a table or a 

cat, are the shadows of these objects cast upon the wall by puppeteers. They mistake appearance 

for reality (Cohen). If one of the prisoners were to break free and escape the cave, he would 

experience reality for the first time – real sunlight, real grass, a real table, a real cat. He would no 

longer be able to settle for the shadows of the cave. Attaining enlightened knowledge was like 

escaping the cave of ignorance.  
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Figure 1. Plato’s Cave from S. Marc Cohen; Allegory of the Cave; University of Washington; 25 

July, 2015; Web; 4, Feb. 2016. 

Further Up and Further In: Platonist Narnia  

 Being well-versed in the classics, Lewis was an authority in matters of philosophy, both 

adhering to Plato’s ideology (his previously mentioned search for ultimate “Joy”) and attesting to 

his knowledge through his fantasy series. William C. Johnson notes that Lewis “fills the pages of 

The Last Battle with examples of the mistaken identification of the ‘shadows,’ or insubstantial, 

for the Real. In the last days of Narnia the distortions become even great than they were earlier” 

(79).  

 Lewis incorporates Plato subtly, becoming more forthright as the story progresses. At the 

very beginning of the book, Puzzle and Shift display the shadow/real dichotomy as they develop 

their ploy with the lion skin: the “shadow” Aslan mistaken for the real. Even the previously 

mentioned dryad could exemplify this concept – her dryad spirit being a shadow of the physical, 

real tree elsewhere. When the faithful Narnians later observe the foreign god Tash manifest 

himself in Narnia, he is described as being an initially smoky, shadowy figure: “At first glance, 

you might have mistaken it for smoke, for it was gray and you could see things through it. But 

the deathly smell was not the smell of smoke. Also, this thing kept its shape instead of billowing 
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and curling as smoke would have done” (Lewis, The Last Battle, 92). This smoky, blurred 

depiction of Tash conveys Lewis’ notion that Tash was not the supreme deity; he was but a mere 

shadow of Aslan.  

 The Platonic references grow more straightforward in reference to death. Clearly there 

are significant parallels between Plato’s cave and the Narnian stable; Plato’s life-long prisoners 

mirror Lewis’ stubborn dwarves in the stable who disbelieve in the reality of the “real” Narnia: 

“’Well if that doesn’t beat everything!’ exclaimed Diggle. ‘How can you go on talking all that 

rot?... Trying to make us believe we’re none of us shut up, and it ain’t dark, and heaven know 

what.’” (Lewis, The Last Battle 166). And when Aslan seeks to reveal himself to them, they 

obliviously and obstinately ignore: “Their prison is only in their own minds, yet they are in that 

prison; and so afraid of being taken in that they cannot be taken out.” (Lewis, The Last Battle 

169).  

 Moving on into heavenly afterlife, the entire concept of moving “further up and further 

into” the “real” Narnia directly mirrors a movement from the cave into the sunlit world, as 

Digory (the young boy in The Magician’s Nephew, grown into a wise professor as seen in The 

Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe) explains:  

But that was not the real Narnia... That had a beginning and an end. It was only a 

shadow or a copy of the real Narnia which has always been here and always will 

be here: just as our own world, England and all, is only a shadow or copy of 

something in Aslan’s real world… And of course it is different; as different as a 

real thing is from a shadow or as waking life is from a dream. (Lewis, The Last 

Battle, 195) 
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And as if that was not direct enough, Lewis emits a tone of humor by having the seasoned 

professor, a caricature of himself, assert under his breath: “It’s all in Plato, all in Plato: bless me, 

what do they teach them at these schools!” (Lewis, The Last Battle, 195). By incorporating this 

Platonic scheme, Lewis carries on a long tradition of written philosophy. Even if one does not 

agree with Lewis’ theology, it is hard to refute the influence either directly of Plato or indirectly 

through the likes of historic “Church Fathers, Neo-Platonists, and Renaissance Christian 

Humanists” (Johnson 85). From a broad perspective, the seven Narnian books, detailing the 

whole history of a world from genesis to destruction, display Lewis’ high regard for classic 

literature, boasting influence of biblical themes, Malory’s Morte D’Arthur, ancient mythology, 

Aesop’s’ Fables, George MacDonald’s writings, to name but a few (Johnson 77). Lewis made 

himself timeless by including these timeless frameworks.  

Narnia as a Modern Myth  

 A reason that these examples of classic literature are categorized as classics is because of 

their use of the foundational elements of story. These elements, such as common themes of good 

versus evil are pervasive in most stories in most cultures for most of history, such as the 

aforementioned “Into the Belly of the Whale” hero concept observed by Joseph Campbell. These 

elements are particularly notable in fiction writing or more specifically mythopeia, “myth-

making.” Use of the terms “myth” or “mythology” can cause complications though because of 

their dual meaning. There is the positivist definition of myth as simply an untrue story; the 

alternative definition is a story that explains history and the natural world (Lee 17-18). In 

reference to its universal quality, myth in this project will be defined using the latter definition: a 

culture’s attempt to understand. Myth in this sense preserves elements of truth. Scholar H. 

Carpenter makes this analogy to understand the cultural heritage and validity housed in myths: 
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“Just as speech is invention about objects and ideas, so myth is invention about truth” (Carpenter 

qtd. in Lee 17).  

 In his book The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell suggests that each culture uses 

these elements of story, personalizing them within the context of their culture, in order to 

properly process and understand stages and events of life; we commonly associate this practice 

with the mythology of the ancient Greeks or Romans that sought to explain the natural world 

through concepts of the supernatural. For example, the myth of Persephone being kidnapped by 

Hades was used by the ancient Greeks to explain the seasonal change between winter and spring. 

Scholar Seung Lee observes that “the fact that myths have been found in every culture, century, 

and continent throughout the world bears out the pivotal role which myths have played in the 

formation of every culture and society” (18).  

 Theorist Devin Brown incorporates Campbell’s cultural myth theory by observing how 

historically cultures that don’t develop their own myth fall into disorder: They ‘go to pieces, 

disintegrate, and become resorts of vise and disease” (Campbell qtd. in Brown 105). Mythopeia 

is not just an ancient practice reserved for primitive civilizations, but is a practice utilized by 

every generation, necessary for defining and passing on morality, history, and ideology as they 

build upon one another. The Chronicles of Narnia, are, in a sense, an attempt at modern day 

myth; they emerge from a specific period and culture, and they are Lewis’ grappling with notions 

of life. As he sets out to accomplish these explanations, he incorporates formative literary 

structures that have shaped Western culture, some examples shown in Table 2 by M. Kuteeva: 
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Table 2 

Classic Literary and Mythological Allusions in Narnia  

The Chronicles of Narnia Allusions  

Narnian creation in The Magician’s 

Nephew 

Genesis, Ovid, Lucretius, and Milton 

Aslan’s sacrificial death in The Lion, 

the Witch, and the Wardrobe 

A setting of pagan mysteries: the stone knife and the Stone 

Table, similar to Celtic cromlech 

The Horse and His Boy A peculiar admixture of characters and motifs deriving from 

Arabian, Babylonian, Greek, Roman, Celtic and Norse tales; 

Prince Caspian The arrival of Bacchus with Maenads and Silenus, and ecstatic 

dance reminding of Greek Dionysius (Bacchanalias in Rome) 

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader Traditional Irish immram  

The Silver Chair A popular motif of underworld journey into the Green Witch’s 

kingdom, a Narnian Persephone 

The Last Battle The images of Revelation and Ragnarök 

Based on table found in: Seung Chun Lee, “C.S. Lewis’ Mythopoeia of Heaven and Earth: 

Implications for the Ethical and Spiritual Formation of Multicultural Young Learners,” 

(2015) 24. Web. 

 Much like his infusion of Platonic philosophy, Lewis’ inclusion of these mythical 

allusions attest to both his literary education and his timeless appeal. Lee defines three elements 

consistent in well-accepted mythology: restoration of reality, escape from narrow perspectives, 

and hopeful consolation. As already noted, Lewis strives to restore wonder to life by projecting it 

in the fantastical Narnia; this is not a means of escape but a freedom from narrow 

misconceptions like the forbiddance of death; and Lewis ultimately concludes his mythic series 

with a consoling hope in a representative heaven, making all the trials and tribulations of life 

worthwhile. In summary, the Narnia books involve universal elements that span the breadth of 

Western culture. Though predominantly Judeo-Christian, Lewis’ worldview is also collectively 

Western, making his work a relevant contribution to the development of Western society. As 

Brown goes on to infer, the Narnia books have found success and continued relevance in the 

Western world “because they have been so widely needed” (Brown 111).  
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The Tao in Narnia 

 Another universal aspect that coincides with mythopoeia is what psychologist Carl Jung 

referred to as the “collective unconscious,” a set of universal spiritual truths and morals 

interpreted differently through various religions and cultures, but all referring back to the 

collective whole (Freeman). Philosophically, this moral code defines what is universally good 

and just for all of humanity, no matter religious convictions, etc. In his essay “Christian 

Reflections,” Lewis himself makes the point that no one could condemn the Nazi Third Reich for 

their ideology and actions “unless there is some objective standard of good, over-arching 

Germans, Japanese, and ourselves alike whether any of us obey it or no” (224). Lewis even 

expounds on this universal course in his book The Abolition of Man, using the Chinese word 

“Tao:”  

It is the reality beyond all predicates, the abyss that was before the Creator 

Himself. It is Nature, it is the Way, the Road. It is the Way in which the universe 

goes on, the Way in which things everlasting emerge, stilly and tranquilly, into 

space and time. It is also the Way which every many should tread in imitation of 

that cosmic and supercosmic progression, conforming all activities to that great 

exemplar. (701) 

Campbell defines this Tao or “Way” as the universal doctrine:  “spiritual principles, which have 

remained as constant throughout the course of human history as the form and nervous structure 

of the human physique itself” (257). He goes on to explain how each culture, each individual 

interprets this universal doctrine uniquely:  
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The universal doctrine teaches that all the visible structures of the world – all 

things and beings – are the effects of a ubiquitous power out of which they rise, 

which supports and fills them during the period of their manifeststation and back 

into which they must ultimately dissolve. This is the power known to science as 

energy, to the Melanesians as mana, to the Sioux Indians as wakonda, the Hindus 

as shakti, and the Christians as the power of God. (Campbell 257) 

 Though Lewis writes from a Christian perspective, this perspective involves 

incorporation of this “Tao;” Lewis indirectly defends himself from those who criticize the 

morality and beliefs he presents by explaining his inability to create a new set of moral codes: 

“The human mind has no more power of inventing a new value than of planting a new sun in the 

sky or a new primary color in the spectrum” (Lewis, “Christian Reflections” 225). Freeman 

concludes that this universal morality even unites such ideological opposites as Lewis and Philip 

Pullman: “Although the texts are each distinctive, as are any books by two different authors, 

each series is also remarkably similar to the other in their general spiritual principles... Pullman 

consciously perpetuates ‘spiritual principles,’ validating Campbell’s premise of a ‘universal 

doctrine’” (Freeman). The ideology of the Narnia books both comprises and expands further than 

Lewis’ Christianity.  

 Lewis conveys this universal morality in one of the most controversial passages in all of 

the Narnia books. Towards the conclusion of The Last Battle when the characters have already 

passed through the stable door into the “real” Narnia, they encounter surprisingly the character 

Emeth. This young man was a Calormen soldier and devout worshiper of Tash, essentially an 

enemy of Narnia, yet he now resides in the heavenly Narnia. Emeth relates to the loyal Narnians 
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his encounter with the great lion Aslan, who explained why Emeth was in the heavenly Narnia 

though we was not a faithful follower of Aslan:  

But the Glorious One bent down his golden head and touched my forehead with 

his tongue and said, ‘Son, thou art welcome.’ But I said, ‘Alas, Lord, I am no son 

of thee but the servant of Tash.’ He answered, ‘Child, all the service thou hast 

done to Tash, I account as service done to me.’ (Lewis, The Last Battle, 188) 

Through this exchange and the post-mortem salvation of Emeth, Lewis conveys a Universalist 

theology where people of other religions can achieve Christian salvation and entrance into the 

heavenly eternity if their heart and worship are devout and genuine. For Lewis, other religions 

could serve as “a source which revealed the divine light in one way or another” (Lee 24), a 

means to lead to the sought-after Joy. Though this scene is controversial amongst Christian 

groups, it nevertheless conveys that Lewis did not present an exclusive depiction of death, 

afterlife, and spirituality as he is often accused, further widening the relatability to his audience.  

 This reality stands in stark contrast to John Goldthwaite’s accusations that the Narnia 

stories are merely “a place where Lewis could pass judgment on people with impunity… with 

some saved and many damned” (242). Lewis’ incorporation of philosophical theories, literary 

motifs, and a Universalist take on morals and theology within The Last Battle makes its appeal 

far-reaching and long-enduring.   

Is Fantasy Truly Effective?  

 World War II established a cynical, death-fearing culture in the West, promoting the 

evasion of death in children’s literature. If these factors don’t delay development, children are 

not even able to typically develop a full cognitive comprehension of death until they reach the 
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age of ten or eleven years old. With these factors in mind, the question must be asked: how 

effective can a fantasy novel such as C.S. Lewis’ The Last Battle be as a means to communicate 

notions of life and death to such an audience? Will a sheltered, skeptical group of contemporary 

children be able to discern the difference between the fantasy and the reality Lewis conveys in 

his mythopoeia?  

 A common observance is that children evoke their own kind of mythopeia in the form of 

“magical thinking” to explain the unexplainable. As previously discussed concerning Piaget’s 

theory of child development through the organization of schema, magical thinking helps children 

process information that does not fit into their current schema. This openness to the idea of 

magic often causes children to be considered naïvely credulous; however, research shows that 

children and adults do not differ as greatly concerning magical thinking as commonly perceived. 

In her study “Thinking About Fantasy: Are Children Fundamentally Different Thinkers and 

Believers from Adults?,” child psychologist Jacqueline Woolley observes: “Although children 

may often entertain fantastical beliefs when there is a little cost of doing, they are fully able to 

reason rationally in a situation that appears to have practical consequences” (994). 

 As underdeveloped as their schema may be, children are not entirely ignorant, possessing 

a basic level of discernment and understanding of how the world functions as early as three years 

old (Woolley, “Revisiting the Fantasy-Reality…” 1496). With this early simplistic level of 

understanding, Woolley suggests in her study “Revisiting the Fantasy-Reality Distinction: 

Children as Naïve Skeptics” that children are much more skeptical than is typically assumed. 

Using Table 3, Woolley shows that most emphasis is placed on children who fall prey to the 

“false alarm” concept of belief, where as a substantial majority often “miss” information, 

denying what is real as fantasy. 
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Table 3 

Patterns of Correct and Incorrect Judgments Regarding Reality Status 

 Reality Status 

Judgment Real Not Real 

Real HIT (e.g.: knowing 

dinosaurs are real) 

FALSE ALARM (e.g. 

believing Santa Claus is 

real)  

Not Real MISS (e.g. rejecting 

dinosaurs as real) 

CORRECT REJECTION 

(e.g. rejecting the reality of 

dancing carrots)  

Based on table found in: Jacqueline Woolley et. al, “Revisiting the Fantasy-Reality Distinction: 

Children as Naïve Skeptics,” (2013) 1497. Print.  

Children often fall into the “miss” category because of an overreliance on their own knowledge: 

“Simply put, young children often appear to overestimate their knowledge and, consequently, its 

relevance in assessing reality status… events and entities outside their experience are often 

judged as not real” (Woolley, “Revisiting the Fantasy-Reality…” 1504). As such, children are 

more likely to assume that events outside of their understanding, events that “violate familiar 

physical principles such as inertia, constancy, and permanence must be magic” (Woolley 

“Thinking About Fantasy…” 997) In a culture that seeks to deny death and keep it from a child’s 

experience, children often grow skeptical of the reality of death because it is outside of their 

schema, outside of their experience.  

 As children grow and develop, by the concrete operations phase (see Table 1), they 

acquire the ability to empathize, moving past egocentrism; this “decreased reliance on their own 

knowledge and beliefs should allow increased seeking and acceptance of new information” 

(Woolley, “Revisiting the Fantasy-Reality…” 1507). Even Lewis acknowledged this ability to 

seek and accept new information as the mark of true growth: “But surely arrested development 

consists not in refusing to lose old things but in failing to add new things?” (Lewis, “On Three 

Ways…” 34). This growth results in children growing less credulous of fantasy thinking, but 
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more accepting of what could indeed be real. Initially skeptical, children adhere to magical 

thinking to explain the world because of their limited schema; however children decrease in their 

skepticism as their egocentrism decreases, causing experiences and information consumption 

that expands their schema, ultimately diminishing their reliance on magical thinking.  Ultimately, 

children grow to become adults who are less credulous of magical events because they are more 

credulous of what can be categorized as realistic events (Woolley “Thinking About Fantasy” 

1007).  

 However, humans never fully outgrow this tendency to utilize magical thinking to 

explain the unexplainable; it is a common trait in adults as well, showing a certain continuity 

between the two: “Most notably, adults have been shown to have a tendency toward magical 

thinking in situations where perception of control is lacking… lack of information, conditions of 

uncertainty, and inability to explain phenomena” (Woolley “Thinking About Fantasy” 998). 

Adults often resort to superstition to explain events that they can’t comprehend, such as the 

immense amount of conspiracy theories concerning the numbers involved in the terrorist attacks 

on September 11, 2001 or the frequently reported UFO sightings by middle-aged farmers. 

Research largely concludes magical thinking is an inevitable, common occurrence: 

…in certain situations, certain children and certain adults will engage in magical 

thinking. In no study do all children engage in such behavior, and in no study do 

all adults surveyed profess superstitious beliefs… Magical thinking is something 

in which many of us engage to different degrees, and with more or less 

conviction, as individuals and as cultures, throughout the life span and throughout 

history. (Woolley, “Thinking About Fantasy” 1001).  
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 Lewis knew the skepticism and disillusionment of contemporary Western people, both 

children and adults, being one himself. This skepticism applies to death as well and has been 

prolonged because of its continued denial and forbiddance. Lewis concluded that he must convey 

this reality in skeptical framework – a fantasy novel – in order for the notion to even be 

considered. This means of exposure would assist Western culture in expanding their collective 

schema and grow more accepting of the notion of death: “[The fantastic or mythical] can give us 

experiences we have never had, and thus, instead of ‘commenting on life,’ can add to it” (Lewis, 

“Sometimes Fairy Stories…” 48). Lewis portrayed death in the midst of dwarves and talking 

animals, not to portray it as fantasy, but to warily present it to children so that death would not 

fall into the “miss” category of reality status (see Table 3). As children’s schemata develop and 

expand, they can weed out the dwarves and talking animals as correct rejections, but death will 

prove to be indeed the true one certainty in life. And because Lewis dares to transmit a direct and 

hopeful view of death in a timeless manner, his readers will be ennobled to face it.  

Conclusion 

 A conclusion drawn from Gutiérrez’s 2014 study is that a child’s understanding of death, 

according to the data observed in their subjects, “parallels the messages embodied in the 

socializing contexts that they encountered” (61).  A society’s media or socializing contexts will 

embody a specific cultural heritage – history, morals, ideals – and these all emerge from a 

society’s view of death. As a result of various technological advancements, scientific 

discoveries, and events such as World War II, modern Western society embraces the notion of 

“forbidden death,” where death is better left unacknowledged. Paralleling this ideological shift, 

modern media, such as literature, personifies this taboo – death is best left skewed or 

unaddressed altogether. This is the legacy, this is the world we are developing for our 
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descendants: the natural act of dying has been thwarted to being unnatural. To use Lewis’ 

wording, contemporary Western society has designated watchful dragons at the threshold of our 

minds to ward off any notions of death that seem to scare and inconvenience. However, such 

strong protection, as supported by Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, fails to expose 

children to the one certainty in life, ultimately failing to equip them with any ability to properly 

process, understand, and accept death. 

 Nevertheless as Gutiérrez’s team revealed, media can have a strong influence as a means 

to exposure, and this is where the works of those like C.S. Lewis emerge as tools of educating 

and equipping. In The Last Battle, Lewis is able to steal past society’s watchful dragons against 

death by using Western literary tradition to communicate to children directly the realities of 

death but with hope, encouraging them to live a purposed life. Seemingly as a helpful guide, 

Lewis leads children through these unchartered territories of death, encouraging them to consider 

and take a stance on it for themselves. Scholar Seung Lee summarizes best Lewis’ impact and 

potential through the Narnia books:  

Well written children’s literature can be a wonderful avenue where young learners 

can restore the value of the ordinary world, escape from the bondage of a sinister 

world, and enhance their sense of supernatural world by relating to the actions and 

feelings of characters in a book. The Chronicles of Narnia have been erected as 

pillars which our children can depend on in building their own lives, functioning 

as maps which they can rely on in exploring unchartered territories in their lives. 

(16) 
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